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A£ia£r*£i 
In a piping raliability analysle-. it la sonatinas nacaaaary to apacify a 

minimum ground notion intanaity, uaually tha paak accalaratlon, below Mhich 
the ground motlona are not conaidarad aa earthquakea and, hence, ara neglec-
ted. The calculated probability of fallura of a piping eyaten la dapandant on 
this selected minimum earthquake intanalty choeen for tha analyaia. 

A study Has conducted to dete.-nine the effects of the minimum earthquake 
intensity on the probability of pipe failura. The reaulta indicated that tha 
probability of fallura of tha piping syetem la not vary senaltive to the 
variations of the selected minimum peak ground acceleration. However, it doea 
have significant effects on various scenarios that nake up the avaten failure. 

1 . Introduction 
In a piping reliability analyaia, It la aonatinea neceaaary to specify a 

minimum ground notion intaneity below which the ground notions are not conai-
derad as earthquakaa and, hence, am neglected. Tha ground notion intanaity la 
usually characterized in engineering by a aingle parameter, tha peak accelera
tion. The calculated probability of fallura of a piping eyaten is dapandant on 
this selected minimum peak ground accoleration, a„, or on the minimum earth
quake intensity, choaen for the analyaia. 

A atudy Mas conducted to deta.-nine the affects of a D on the probability 
of either a leak or a break in a piping system (P.ef. 1 >. A leak or a break ia 
also called a "pipe fallura <FF>" in this study. A pipe failure occurring in 
at least one of the weld Jointa of a piping system during tha lifetime of the 
plant is defined as **ayatem failure". Tha affects of a on varloua scenarios 
which conatituta the syatam failure fere alao examined. cThase scenarios are: 
one or more earthquakaa during plant lifetime and a pipe failure simultnneoua 
with the firat earthquake; pipe failura prior to the flrat earthquake during 
plant lifetime; pipe failure and no earthquake during plant lifetime; and pipe 
failure after an earthquake during plant lifetime. 

The results of this study Indicated that the syatam failure probability 
is not very sensitive to the variations of a a. However, a Q doaa have interes
ting effects on how the system failure probability ia divided among the 
various scenarios. 

This study forms the basis for selecting a 0 values in calculating the 
leak and break probabilitiea of tha Weetinghouae and Combustion Engineering 
reactor coolant loop <RCL) piping systame (Refs. 1 & 2 ) . It is part of an on
going research program to evaluate all RCLa in the United States uaing a 
probabilistic fracture mechanice approach. He are eapecially interested in the 
probability o* double-ended guillotine break <DEGB>, aince the poatulotion of 
DEGB in major nuclear power plant piping systems has reaulted in difficultiea 
and exceaaive coats in design, construction and maintenance. 

"This work was supported by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory commission under a 
Memorandum of Understanding with the U. S. Department of Energy. 
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£«. OVTYiflW fi£ ilia Probabilistic Fracture n«Cha.nlCB HathOdplOKV 
Ha uaad a probabilistic fractura mechanica approach to account for tha 

randonnaea of many avanta and parameters aasociated Mith tha oparatlon of tha 
plants. Thia methodology anablad ua to estimate tha crack growth and to aaaaaa 
tha crack stability during tha lifetime of tha plant. Tha analytical procaaa 
la dlvidad into two parts. Tha flrat part involvaa tha calculation of tha 
conditional laak or DECB probability nt an individual Maid Joint given that a 
crack axiata at that Joint. Thia lncludaa modallnc the plant condltiona during 
normal operation and undar aaiamlc avanta. Tha aacond part, ayatan failure 
probability analysis, involvaa tha aetination of tha laak or tha DECB probabi
lity for tha antira piping ayatan taking into conaidaration all of tha aeao-
cletad Maid Jointa. 
ZJLI £*iluc» probability a£ M Bald AISOOJ: 

For each Maid Joint of tha piping ayatan, s Monte Carlo simulation tech-
niqua was uaad to calculata tha conditional laak or DECB probability at any 
specific tlma of tha plant Ufa. Tha nald Joint was aubjactad to a atraaa 
hiatory aasociatad Kith plant evante, auch aa normal haatup and cooldoun, 
anticipatad tranaients, and tha occurranca of potantlal earthquakes. 

The simulation etarte Hith tha random salactlon of aaKpla crack sizes 
from a sampling space and tha calculation of conditional probabilitlea asso
ciated with thaaa crack sizes. Fractura nechanlce theory la than applied to 
calculata tha growth of thasa cracka and to determine if Fipa failure, i.e., 
either leak or DECB, Mill occur aa tha cracka grow during tha lifatina or tha 
plant. Varioua parameters relatad to crack and laak detection, auch na pre-
service inapaction, hydrostatic proof teat, in-aarvica inspections, and leak 
datectiona, mr« aipiulated. 

He aeaesaed the effect of an aarthquaka of apacific Intanaity on tha 
failure probability at each Maid Joint at apaclflc tinea during tha plant 
life. First, Ma determined tha probability of fallura Hith no seismic events. 
Than we iapoaed earthquakes of specific intensity, usually expressed in terms 
of peak ground accelerationa, on normal operating conditions. Tha incraaaa in 
the failure probability aftar tha earthquake Has addad la tha contribution of 
the seismic event to tha failure probability. Tha process Mas repeated for a 
wide range of earthquake intenaitiea. 

Tha above calculation procedure yielded the conditional laak or DECB 
probabilities (conditioned on the existence of a crack and on tha occurrence 
of an earthquake of given Intensity) aa a function of time for a apacific Held 
Joint. A sample conditional probability output is shown in Fig. 1. This 
analytical process vtaa repeated for all the Meld* in the piping system. 
Zx£ Saltan failure Probability o_£ a EJjEiax SXM&Ma 

The resulta of the Monte Carlo simulation daacribed in the pravioua 
section are conditioned on tha exiatance of a crack at tha Maid, and the 
occurrence, at any apacific time, of an earthquake Mith a apecific peak acce
leration. Earthquake intenaitiea exprettned aa peak ground acceleration can 
range from zaro to aeveral tinea the safe shutdown earthquake value. 

For this studyt an "earthquake" la defined aa a ground motion with peak 
free-field acceleration above a predefined "threshold" a 0 . The value of »<, la 
aubjective. It ia the purpose of this paper to explore the effecta of the 
earthquake intanaity threshold on the failure probability of a piping system. 
The study also extended to the effect of a 0 on tba varioua scenarios, or 
eventa, which conatituta the overall system failure depending on the relative 
occurrence sequence of pipe failure and earthquake. Theae acenarloa *r»s 

1• One or more earthquakea during plant lifetime and a failure 
occurring simultaneously w.'th an earthquake. 

2. One or more earthquakes during plant lifetime and a failure 
occurring prior to Che first earthquake. 

3. A fallura and no earthquake during plant lifetime. 
4. 0n« or mora earthquakea during plant lifatino and a failure 
occurring after the firat earthquake. 

Fig. 2 ia a simple diagram showing thaae acenarloa. Tha acenarios »£, #3 and 
•4 can also be grouped mm one scenario opposite the firat; l.e, "pipe failure 
not Induced by (or simultaneous with) any earthquake". Scenarios W2 and #4 
mrm defined in terns of the occurrence of the flrat earthquake. Tha raaaon for 
this ia that if tha firat earthquake ia of significant intensity, the plant 
night be damaged resulting in ahutdown for a long period of tine to allow for 



complete inspection and evaluation. The plant condition might be altered by 
the t.'ne the plant goes back on line. Under thla context. Event »4 and 
aeveral cases in Event *1 CPF simultaneous Hith the 2nd, the 3rd ... earth
quake* > are of lea* lntereat. Therefore, In thia paper, Me Kill include the 
caae where pip* failure ia simultaneous with the first earthquake only In 
Event #1; however, He Hill diacuaa Event «4 due to its relationship with 
Eventa »2 and *3. This relationship Hill help us understand the overall system 
failure and the effecta of the earthquake intensity threshold on the system 
failure and the scenarios that make up the system failure. 

Appendix A fives a brief summary of the calculation of the failure proba
bilities assoclsted Hith these scenarios. Additional details can be found in 
Ref*. 1 « 3. 

2* Effects a£ Earthquake Intensity Threshold 
To study th* effects of earthquake intensity threshold, a 0 , He used the 

reactor coolant loop pipinc system of a PHR nuclear power plant as a sample 
problan <Ref. 1). Fig. 3 ahons the probabilities of Events "1, »2 and #3 aa 
functlona of a 0 . Also shewn is the system failure probability < PCDEGB3 > in 
the conventional senss which neglects Event »4 and la equal to the sum of the 
probabilities of Events «1, »2, and #3. it Mas observed that, In the rente of 
»Q where event probabilities Here calculated, <a 0 greater than 1/8 of an 
operating basis earthquake <OBE>>, theprobability of Event S3 increases as 
the threshold a 0 increases, while th* probabilities of Event *1 and Evsnt #2 
decrease. The system failure probability, PCDEGB neglecting Event «4D, is not 
very sensitive to the variation of a 0. 

The above phenomenon can be explained mathematically using Eqs. A.1, A.2 
and A.3 presented in Appendix A. This will also shad licht on the probability 
values for a 0 less than 1/8 OBE where no data war* obtained. Before we go into 
the detailed discussion of thess equations, we need to know an important 
parameter, A D , which is the expected rate or frequency of earthquakes corres
pond! ng to a 0. If earthquakes ar» assumed to occur a* events of a stationary 
poisson process, the probability of exactly n earthquakes occurrlni durint a 
time interval of length t years is given by 

n - U 0 t ) n •-*(>* / n! . < 1 > 

The expected frequency of •»*rthquske* per year, A 0 , can be calculated from the 
seismic hazard curve (Fig. 4> for a specific site. The ordinate of the seismic 
hazard curve is usually the annual frequency of execedance and ie equal to the 
probability of at least one ground motion (occurring in a unit of time) whose 
peak acceleration exceeds the corresponding value in the abscissa. Therefore, 
according to the poisson process, the ordinate of the seismic hazard curve is 
equal to C1.0 - expil-*0>3. The ordinate can be approximated by th* earthquake 
rate parameter, * 0 , if the rate parameter is small. Similar to the hazard 
curve, A c is also a decreasing function of *„t however, it reaches infinity as 
a0approaches zero. 

According to Eq. A.3, the probability of Event »3, PCPF and no EqkJ is 
proportional to exp<-A 0T); where T is the duration of plant Ufa. Clearly, the 
larger the value of i„, the lower the corresponding vslue of \ D and the larger 
the value of PtPF and no EqkD. In the other direction, as SQ approaches zero, 
so does PCPF and no EqJcJ as indicated by the dsshed line in Fie. 3. 

The probability of Event *2, PCDEGB prior to 1st Eqkl, is dependent on 
AQ- exp<-*0't > of the integrand in Eq. A.2. Hare, A Q. exp<-AQt5 is the density 
function of a random variable, the occurrence time of the 1st earthquake 
(Ref.4>, and is a positive function. It is also a function of «<, through the 
relationship between \ 0 end SQ . This density functlon,AQ. «xp(-j0 t >, approaches 
zero as a„ approaches both zero and infinity for any specific value of 
time, t, between zero and the plant life, T. The other part of the integrand, 
P C .'F̂  prior to 1st Eqk ( Tf= t 3, is a monotonically increasing function and 
is bounded by P „ a x and P^ l n aa shown in Fig. 1. The probability of Event »2 
is, therefore, bounded as follows: 

1I 1Pctk pii„[ 1- e" A° TJ < «"[" Prior to 1st Eqk] < iS/crl^Lx H - e " A o T ] , (2) 

where Pjrt is the crack existence probability at the ith weld Joint. Similar 
to the seismic hazard ci-rve, the function, C1 .0-exp< —X T >3, decreases as *„ 



lncreaaea. Thia auggasts that the probability of Event *Z ia also a decreasing 
function of â, . Thia ia confirmed by the sample problem ahoHn in Fig. 3. 

The failure probability of Event «1, PC DEC B and lat Eqk3, ia vary email 
compared Hith thoae of Eventa *2 and S3. Thia ia mainly due to the fact that 
the occurrence probability of earthquake* of significant intenalty ia very 
small according to the aeiamic hazard curve. The probability of Event N1, aa 
that of Event «2, approach** zero u a approaches infinity. Thia ia understa
ndable alnca, aa a 0 approachea infinity, the poaaibillty of an earthquake 
occurring during plant lifetime ia almoat null. 

To dlacuaa the relationship among various Eventa! it is necessary to 
examine the occurrence probability of Event »4 which ia repreaanted by Eq.A.4. 
By summing Eqa. A.2, A.3 and A.4, we obtain a conetant value; i.e. 

P CEventa »2, «3 and «43 » ^ < PCPF± | no Eqk3 ) . <3) 
It Is equal to the conditional system failure probability given that no earth
quake occura during plant lifetime. It ia related to the probability of Event 
*3 by the factor exp<->0T>, Hhich ia the probability of no earthquake during 
plant life according to the aaaumed poisaon proceaa of seismic events. 

Fig. 3 can be plotted in a different manner (Fig.5) to illustrate the 
relationship among theae eventa. It is a cumulative plot of all events. Again, 
in this neH figure, Event *3 is an increasing function while Events *2 and "4 
are decreasing functions. It is Important to point out that Event *4 described 
here assumes that the plant condition is not altered after the earthquake. 
This is not necessarily true if the earthquake intenaity ia high. Thia ia the 
reason Hhy the occurrence probability of Event *4 does not have practical 
importance and is neglected in the calculation of conventional probability of 
ayatem failure. 

The sum of the probabilities of Events #2, «3 and *4 is a constant (or a 
horizontal line) for the following reason according to section 2.2: Evanta #2, 
»3 and «4 as a group comprise an event opposite to Event #1. It represents an 
event in which the pipe failure is due to causes other than earthquake. The 
probability of this combined event ia a constant aince it ia not related to 
earthquakes and the failure is a natural event due to regular plant condi
tions, such as heatup and cooldown. Therefore, it should not be dependent on 
the artificially defined parameter - the earthquake intensity threshold, and 
is equal to the conditional system failure probability given that no earth
quake occurs during plant lifetime. 
' The probability of Event «M , PCPF simultaneous Hith 1st Eqk3, is plotted 
on top of the horizontal line as shown on Fig. 5. Therefore, the line at the 
top represents the sum of all event probabilities including that of Event «4. 
Usually the probability of Event »3 dominates the other eventa if a,, is not 
aet very small. In this case, the system failure probability (with or without 
Event «4) can be approximated by the probability of Event «3. 

Usually, we are not interested in vary small values of a since small 
earthquakes far below OBE rarely cause any damage. According to the sample 
problem, the overall system failure probability PCDEGB3 is not very sensitive 
to the variation of the earthquake intensity threshold, a for a greater than 
1/8 OBE. The selection of the »0 value is of no vital importance if the sepa
rate probability values of Events »£, #3 and *4 ara not of special interest. 
4_* Conclusions 

In conclusion, the system failure probability is not very sensitive to 
the variation of the earthquake intensity threshold, a Q, if the selected a Q 

value is not too small. However, a has a significant effect on how the system 
failure probability is divided among the various scenarios which make up the 
system failure. As the earthquake intensity threshold increases, the proba
bility of Event *3 also increases while those of the Events #2 and *4 dec
rease. The probability sum of Events #2, #3 and «4 is a constant, which is 
equal to the conditional probability of system failure given that no earth
quake occurs during the lifetime of the plant. This conditional probability in 
turn relates to Event *3 by a factor, the probability of no earthquake during 
plant lifetime. The selection of the earthquake intensity threshold is of no 
vital importance if He are interested only in the overall system failure 
probability not in the probabilities of various scenarioa which make up the 
system failure. 
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Appendix A 

Event 1i One or more e a r t h q u a k e s i n p l a n t l i f e t i m e and a p i p e f a i l u r e s i m u l 
t a n e o u s w i t h t h a f i r s t e a r t h q u a k e (PF and 1 s t Eqk> 

P[pr and l B t Eqk] - V^PjtcrackJX J J 
1=1 * " » 

PIPFj and 1 s t EqklTf- t, PGA « a] fj^U) X « C dt da , 
where PCPF., and 1st Eqk 1 T_-t, PGA»«3 is tha conditional failure probability 
at the ith' weld joint eimultaneoua with the firat earthquake given that the 
1st Eqk occurs at time T F = t and with PCA«a <Fig. 1>, and 

P.Ccracka = crack axiatence probability at the ith weld Joint, 
f p G A<a> = the diatribution of peak ground acceleration <PGA) given an 

earthquake; it ia dependent on the seismic hazard curve, 
m = number of weld joints within each piping system, 
T = duration of plant Ufa, and 

A = expected number of earthquakea per year correaponding to 
the earthquake intensity threahold a Q . 

Event 2: One or more earthquake in plant lifetime and a pipe failure prior to 
the first earthquake (PF prior to 1st Eqk) 

/! 
,st Eqk) - 2_» V««ck]X I 

i-i Jt.-a 
P(PP prior to 1 

<A.2) 
•t "V 

P[PFL prior to 1 EqklTp- t] XQ « U dt , 
whttre PCPF. prior to 1 at Eqk | Tp=t3 ia the conditional failure probability 
at the ith weld joint prior to the firat earthquake, given that the first 
earthquake occurred at time T„ =t (Fig. 1). 
Event 3: Pipe failure and no earthquake in plant lifetime (PF and no Eqk) 

-XI ^ 
P[P? and no Eqkl - e X 2_, Pi[crack] X P (PF^ no Eqk] , < A > 3 ) 

i-1 
where PCPF. | no Eqk3 is the conditional pipe failure (leak or DEGB> proba
bility at the ith weld joint, given that no earthquake occurred during plant 
lifetime (Fig, 1). 
Event 4s One or more earthquake in plant lifetime and a pipe failure after 

the first earthquake (PF after 1st Eqk) 
m -T 

P(PF a f t e r 1 s t Eqk) - £ _ , P [crack] X / 
1-1 * JftS ( A . 4 ) 

»t - * n t 
( P lPrAi no Eqk] - PIP^ prior t o 1 «qk!TF" t ] ) * . ° dt 
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Fig.1 Conditional failure probability 
at a Meld joint. Fi<5„2 Scenario* of ayatem failura. 
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